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1. INTROD~JCTION 
In this paper we introduce concepts of orbital stability, weak attraction, 
attraction, strong attraction, and saddle and nonsaddle sets for arbitrary 
subsets of the phase space of a dynamical system defined on a Hausdorff space. 
These are then used to discuss several of their interactions and to discuss the 
flow near an arbitrary compact subset of the phase space. Of the above 
concepts, the concept of strong attraction is relatively new being first introd- 
uced by us in [l], and in the present general setup the notions of orbita 
stability, weak attraction, and attraction were also introduced in [li7 though 
the later of these are well-known in ordinary differential equations and for 
dynamical systems defined on locally compact spaces [2,3]. In the present 
generality the notion of a saddle set does not seem to have been introduced, 
but for compact invariant sets it is the same as the definition of a saddIe set 
given by T. Ura in [4] (Ura attributes this to a personal communication from 
P. Seibert). 
It will be seen that stable and asymptotically stable sets are examples of 
nonsaddle sets. Our Theorem 6.9 gives a detailed description of the composi- 
tion of neighborhoods of a compact invariant nonsaddle set. This is the moti- 
vation for our title. 
The paper is divided into six sections: 1. Introduction, 1. Basic Definitions 
and Notation, 3. Orbital Stability, 4. Attraction, 5. Asymptotic Stability, 
6. Nonsaddle Sets and the Flow near a Compact Set. 
Our results are marked by the absence of the assumption of local compact- 
ness on the phase space. They generalize and seem to give a better under- 
standing of the nature of similar results known for dynamical systems 
defined on locally compact spaces. Although in the present paper we confine 
ourselves exclusively to dynamical systems, we hope that our contribution 
will lead to an understanding and development of these concepts for semi- 
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dynamical systems and in particular for functional and partial differential 
equations a large class of which define semidynamical systems on nonlocally 
compact Banach spaces. A beginning in that direction was made in [l], but 
most of the results discussed here are new. 
To illustrate and motivate the nature of results obtained we reproduce some 
known results. For dynamical systems defined on locally compact spaces the 
following results are known, except that the wording in the original papers 
containing these results is generally different. (For definitions and notation 
see Section 2.) 
THEOREM 1.1 (T. URA) [2, 4, 51. B compact set M is stable ;f and only if 
D+(M) = M. 
THEOREM 1.2 [2]. A compact set is stable ifand only if each of its components 
is such. 
THEOREM 1.3 [2, 31. A compact set h4 is asymptotically stable if and only 
;f it is a stable weak attractor. 
THEOREM 1.4 [2]. A compact set M is asymptotically stable if and only ;f 
it is a positively invariant urziform attractor. 
THEOREM 1.5 (D. DESBROW) [6]. In a locally compact, connected, locally 
connected space, a compact set is asymptotically stable ;f and only if it has a 
j&e number of components and each of them is asymptotically stable. 
THEOREM 1.6 (T. URA) [7, 41. IfM is a compact invariant set, then one of 
the following conditions hold. 
1.6.1 M is asymptotically stable. 
1.6.2 &I is negatively asymptotically stable. 
1.6.3 Every neighborhood of h4 contains a closed invariant set N 3 M, 
N # M. 
1.6.4 There exist 3, y 4 Msuch that+ f L+(x) C M, and+ #L-(y) C M. 
THEOREM 1.7 (T. SAITO) [S, 91. Let F be a compact minimal set in a locally 
compact metric space X, then one of the following holds. 
1.7.1 F is a saddle set. 
1.7.2 Every neighborhood of F contains a nonempty compact minimal set 
N i: F. 
1.7.3 F has a neighborhood U such that L+(x) = F whenever C+(X) C u 
and L-(x) = F whenever C-(X) C a. 
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As general references to dynamical systems theory see [2, 10, 111, and for 
topology see [12]. 0 ur notation is mainly derived from [I] and [IO]. 
As to contents of Sections 2-6, Section 2 contains basic definitions and some 
elementary results which are either known or are easily established from the 
definitions. Thus no proofs are included in Section 2. Section 3 contains 
results which generalize Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Section ,4 contains generaliza- 
tions of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 and a characterization of asymptotic stability 
(Theorem 4.5). Section 5 contains a generalization of Theorem 1.5. In 
Section 6 we introduce saddle and nonsaddle sets and some of their character- 
izations. A description of dynamical flows near compact and compact invariant 
sets is developed (Theorems 6.8,6.9) and in locally compact spaces a generali- 
zation of Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 is obtained [Theorem 6.13). 
Renuwk 1.8. Parts of the contents of Section 2-6 were first developed in 
[13]. The present formulation of Theorem 1.6 with an alternate proof based 
on a property of weak attractors was given in [14], and a generalization of this 
Theorem to semiflows obtained in [15]. The last result is also available in [l], 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AKD NOTATION 
Throughout this paper X denotes a Hausdorff space, R the set of reals 
with its usual topological and algebraic structure, .R+ and R- the sets of 
nonnegative and nonpositive real numbers, respectively. 
A (global) dynamical system on X is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.1. The pair (X, r) is a dynamical system if and only if v 
is a mapping of X j< R into X satisfying the three following conditions 
(the image of (x, t) un d er n is denoted in operator notation by x rr t). 
2.1.1 s rr 0 = x for all x E X (identity axiom). 
2.1.2 (x n t) ZT s = x GT (t -t s) for all x E X and all t, s E R [group axiom). 
2.1.3 i7 is continuous (continuity axiom). 
A dynamical system (X, 7~) is always assumed given and we call X and r 
the phase space and the phase map of this system, respectively. 
Notation 2.2. If M C X and E C R, then M r E stands for the set 
(xrrt:xEMand GEE). 2.2.1 
When M or E is a singleton we write x r E or M TT t for (x> rr E or dl r (t>, 
respectively. With this usage x rr t has dual meaning: x 7r t is the image of (x, t) 
under rr (as in 2.1) and also x r t is the singleton {x) 7r (t> = (x rr t> as explained 
above. The intended meaning will be clear from the context. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. For any MC X we define C(M), C+(M), C-(M) by 
C(M) = M v R, C+(M) = M in Rf, C-(M) = M 7~ R-. 
For singleton M = {x} the corresponding sets are denoted by C(x), C+(w), 
C-(x) and are, respectively, called the trajectory, the positive trajectory, the 
negative trajectory of x: (or from x) (or through .Y). 
DEFINITION 2.4. A set MC X is called invariant, positively invariant, 
or negatively invariant, if and only if M = C(M), M = C+(M), M = C-(M), 
respectively. 
Note that for any MC X, the sets C(M), C+(M), C-(M) are always, respec- 
tively, invariant, positively invariant, negatively invariant. In particular, 
C(x) is invariant for any x E X, etc. 
The boundary, closure, interior, and complement of a set MC X are 
respectively denoted by aM, z, Int M, and X - M. Regarding invariance 
the following two results are well-known. 
LEMMA 2.5. The boundary, closure, interior, and complement of an invariant 
set are invariant. The closure and interior of a positively invariant set are 
positively invariant. The complement of a positively invariant set is negatively 
invariant. 
LEMMA 2.6. The union and intersection of a family of illvariant (positively 
invariant) sets are invariant (positively invariant). 
The following result on invariance is also well-known and is given here 
because we wish to develop analogous results for stability and asymptotic 
stability. 
THEOREM 2.7. A set M C X is imuariant if and only if each of its compowats 
is such. The result holds for positive and negative invariance. 
We shall standardly use nets to describe several concepts. For the basic 
ideas and results on nets see [12]. 
Notation regarding nets 2.8. Th is is rather lax. xi may denote a net and 
also its i-th term. xi-+x states that the net xi converges to the point x. 
Occasionally, we write xi -+ M, where M is a subset of X to indicate that the 
net xi is ultimately in every neighborhood of the set M. xi L x denotes that 
the net xg is frequently in every neighborhood of the point x, i.e., that x is a 
cluster point of the net xi . If M C X then xi -% M denotes that the net xg is 
frequently in every neighborhood of M. Note that if M is compact and 
4 2 M, then there is an x E hf and a subnet xi of the net xi such that xj -+ x. 
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In this paper the following two kinds of nets will occur frequently: for a given 
x E X, the transition ,rr : R -+ X defined by zn(t) = x r t is a net since R is 
naturally directed by the relation 3 on R. The expression net x ‘in t stands for 
this net; for a UC X, statements such as x TT t in U ultimute~~ or s z t in Ei 
freqzcedy also refer to this net. Specifically, the first of these statements means 
that there is a T E R such that x 7~ t E U for all t > T; the second means that 
for any T E R there is a t > T such that x ?T t E U, or is the same as saying that 
there exists ti -+ +co such that x rr ti E U. Similar remarks are to apply 
to nets of the form U z t with given UC X; these are nets mapping t E R 
onto the set U ar t. Finally, we will occasionally make statements such as 
the negative net x ST t is ultimately (orfreqzently) in U. These refer to the order 
reverse to the natural order 3 on R. Specifically, the statement the negative 
poet x 7~ t is ultimately in U means that there is a T E I?? such that x 7~ t E U 
for all t < T, etc. Similarly, we use the word negative in conjunction with 
a net U r t to refer to the reverse order on R. 
The limit sets, prolongations, and prolongational limit sets may now be 
defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.9. For each x E X set 
L+(x) ={y:xTit-ffy>, 2.9.1 
P(x) = (y : xi rr ti --f y for some xi + x and ti E R+>. 2.9.2 
J+(x) = (y : xi 7~ ti -+ y for some xi + .2: and t, + i; co). 2.9.3 
L+(x) is called the positive limit set, D+(x) the positive prolongation, and J+(x) 
the positive prolongational limit set of x. The negative limit set L-(x) is 
defined by using the negative net 3~: QT t, the negative prolongation D-(x) 
by requiring t, E R-, and the negative prolongational limit set J-(x) by 
requiring ti + -co. 
It is evident that x r t 2 L+(x) holds whenever L+(x) # #A However, 
x v t -L+(r) need not hold in general even if L+(x) is a nonempty compact 
set. 
This last statement is significant, because a major portion of the elegant 
theory of stability and attraction in locally compact spaces, as, for example, 
given in [2], can be traced to the property x w t-A+(x) whenever X is 
locally compact and L+(x) is compact nonempty. Similarly the sets D+(x) and 
J+(x) are not as significant in the theory of stability and attraction in non- 
locally compact spaces as they are in locally compact spaces. But they are 
not entirely without significance. 
In what follows we denote c(x>, w, C-(x), by K(s), K+(x), K-(x), re- 
spectively. Elementary well-known properties of L+(x), D+(x), J+(x) are 
(see[2]): 
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LEMMA 2.10. For any x E X, 
2.10.1 K+(x), D+(, ) 1~ are closed positively imvariant sets. 
2.10.2 L+(x), J+(x) are closed invariafzt sets. 
2.10.3 K+(x) = C+(x) uL+(x), D+(x) = C+(x) u J+(x). 
2.10.4 K+(x) C D+(x), L+(x) C J+(x). 
We now introduce regions of weak attraction, attraction, and strong attrac- 
tion of a set M C X. These play a crucial role in the development of a theory 
of stability and attraction. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Given AP C X we define A,+(M), A+(M), ./IS+(M) by 
&I-(M) = (x : x ?7 t -L M>, 2.11.1 
,4+(M) = (x :xz-t+M), 2.11.2 
A,+(M) =(x :VUEJv-(M)3VEJv”( x such that V n t is ultimately in U}. ) 
2.11.3 
Here J(M) denotes the family of all neighborhoods of M. For any Ad C X, 
the sets A,+(M), A+(M), A,+(M) are called the region of weak attraction, 
attraction, strong attraction, respectively. Regions of negative weak attraction, 
negative attraction, and negative strong attraction are correspondingly 
defined by using the corresponding negative nets and are denoted, respectively, 
by A,-(M), WV, 4-W). 
Elementary properties of the regions of attraction are contained in the 
following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.12. For a?zy M C X, 
2.12.1 A,+(M) 3 A+(M) 3 A,+(M). 
2.12.2 A,+(M), A+(M), A,+(M) are invariant. 
2.12.3 The regions of attraction are open neighborhoods of M whenever they 
are neighborhoods of M. 
LEMMA 2.13. For avzy sets Ml , MZ in X, 
2.13.1 &+(A&) C A,+(MJ, A+@&) C A’(&.), A,+(Al,) C A,+(Ma) 
whenever Ml C MZ . 
2.13.2 B,+(M, u I&) = Ati+ u A,+(MJ. 
2.13.3 
A+(Ml u M,) 3 A+(MJ u A+(Ms), A,+(Ml u MJ 3 As+(MJ u A,+(M,), 
and equality holds whenever Ml and M, can be separated by open sets. 
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The following proposition gives several characterizations of the statement 
x E A,+(M). The easy proof is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. For any A4 C X and x E X the following are equivalent. 
2.14.1 x E A,+(M). 
2.14.2 either x: T t isfrequently in M or L+(x) n M # 4. 
2.14.3 K+(x 77 t) n M f 4 for all t E 19. 
2.14.4 K+(x T n) n M f $ for positive integers n. 
2.14.5 xTrtLM. 
The following characterization of the statements x 6 A,+(M), x $ A,-(I1/I) 
are also useful. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. For awy MC X and x E X, x $ A,+(M) if and only $ 
there is a neighborhood U of $1 and nets xi -+ x, t, -+ + CO, and xi ‘T ti 4 U. 
Similarly x 6 A,-(&!!) is characterized by requiring t, -+ -NJ. 
Finally we recall the definition of a minimal set. 
DEFINITION 2.16. A set iM C X is said to be minimal if and only if it is 
closed and invariant and contains no nonempty closed invariant proper subset. 
The following theorem guarantees the existence of a nonempty compact 
minimal set. 
THEOREM 2.17. A set MC X contains a nonempty cowqact minima2 set if 
and only if there is an x E X such that either K+(x) is a compact subset of iI+! or 
K-(x) is a compact subset of AI. 
3. ORBITAL STABILITY 
DEFINITION 3.1. A set M C X is said to be positively orbitally stable (or 
positively stable) if and only if every neighborhood of .M contains a positively 
invariant neighborhood of &I. Negative stability is defined by replacing the 
adjective positive by the adjective negative. Finally a set is bilaterally stable if 
and only if it is both positively and negatively stable. 
We shall omit the adjective positive when refering to stability; thus stable 
means positively stable. However, we never omit the adjectives negative and 
bilateral. Further, if M is a singleton {$ we merely say x is stable, etc. 
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The following theorem characterizes stability for arbitrary subsets of M 
THEOREM 3.2. A4 set M C X is stable if and only if it is positively invariant 
and A,+(M) 3 M. Mis bilaterally stable ifand only ifA,+ = M = AS-(M). 
Remark 3.3. This theorem resembles Taro Ura’s Theorem 1.1 on stability 
of compact sets in locally compact spaces. 
Proof of 3.2. Let M be positively invariant and A,+(M) 3 M. Let U be 
a neighborhood of M. From A,+(M) 3 M, every x EM has a neighborhood 
V, and a T, E R+ such that V, n t C U for t > T, . From positive invariance 
of M and the continuity axiom, there is a neighborhood IVx of x with 
FV,ntCU for O<t<T,. Thus, setting NZ = VZ n FV, we have 
N, rr t C U for t E Rf. Since N, is a neighborhood of x we have proved that 
every x E M has a neighborhood NG with C+(N,) C U. Clearly 
v = UW+WJ I x E M) is a positively invariant neighborhood of M and 
V C U. Thus M is stable. The converse is trivial. This proves the first part. 
Now consider the second part of this theorem. Assume M to be bilaterally 
stable. Then by the first part M is invariant, and A,+(M) 3 MC AS-(M). 
If A,+(M) # M, then there is an x with A,+(M) 3 x 4 M. Consequently, 
(use 2.12.1) x E A,+(M) and L+(x) n dl f 4 by 2.14.2 since Mis invariant. 
Thus there is a y E M and x GT ti -+ y for some ti + +co. Clearly then 
y #A,-(M) which is a contradiction. Hence, rZ,+(M) = M. Similarly, 
A,-(M) = M. Th e converse follows from the first part of the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Another useful characterization of stability is contained in the following 
theorem. The proof is immediate and is omtted. 
THEOREM 3.4. MC X is stable ;f and only if for arbitrary ti E Rf, 
xi T ti -+ M whenever xi -+ M. 
The result in the following theorem is well-known in locally compact 
phase spaces. However, it holds quite generally. 
THEOREM 3.5. If each component of a set M is stable, then so is M. If M is 
compact and stable, then so is each of its components. 
The proof will be made to depend on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let M C X be compact and stable. Then for each x E M, D+(x) 
is a compact connected subset of M, in particular D+(M) = M. 
(D+(M) = U{D+(x) 1 x E M}.) 
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Proof. Let x EM and A$$ y E D+(x). Then there exist separating 
neighborhoods U of M and V of y (M is compact and X Hausdorff). If 
xi + x, then xi + M (as x E M) and from 3.4 also Si T ti --+ ild for arbitrary 
ti E R+. Thus s:i T tt -+y cannot hold. Consequently, D+(x) C M for each 
x E M and, being a closed subset of a compact set, is also compact. Now 
suppose that for an x E M, D+(x) is not connected. Then there are nonempty 
disjoint compact sets A, B such that D+(x) = A u B. Since X is Hausdorff, 
there exist separating neighborhoods U, , U, of A, B, respectively. We may 
assume that x E A and choose y E B. Then these exist xi --f x and xi 71 ti -+ y 
with ti E R+. We may indeed assume that xi E r/k and xi 7~ t, E iYs. Since the 
trajectory arcs xj 7r [0, ti] are connected and intersect U, and its complement, 
there exist T( , 0 < ri < ti , such that xi rr 7i E au4 . From stability 
si w 7i ---, M (see 3.4) since xi + IV, and from compactness of M there is a 
subnet xj 7r 7j + z E M. Then clearly x E D+(x) and 2: E ZlY:, . However, this 
is a contradiction, as D+(x) n 6LiA = c#. Thus D+(xj must be connected. 
Q.E.D. 
Rertzark 3.7. The conclusion that D+(x) is connected is significant, since 
mere compactness of D+(x) does not assure this. This is in contrast to the 
situation in locally compact spaces where compactness of D+(x) assures its 
connectedness 121. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. The proof of the first part is trivial and is omitted. 
For the second part let .M be stable and let N be a component of M. Then 
for each x G N, D+(x) C N as D+( x 1s a connected subset of M which ) . 
contains x. If possible, let 1v be not stable. Then there is a neighborhood li 
of N and a net si -+ N, with xi v ti $ U for some ti E R+. But then there exist 
7i , 0 < ‘?;- < t, with xi rr 7i E au. In particular, ,ri +- MP xi rr T& -+ M by 
stability of M (see 3.4), and from compactness of M there is a subnet 
xj ?T r$ +- y E ,I&. But then y E D+(x) and also y E au. This contradicts 
D+(x) C -M. Thus N must be stable. Q.E.D. 
To see that T. Ura’s Theorem 1.1 follows from 3.2 when the space X is 
locally compact, one may use the following lemma which is easily established. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let -MC X be conzpact. Then 
A,+(M) c (x E x : $b f J+(x) c iv>. 
Equality holds whenever X is locally compact. 
Thus in locally compact spaces X and for compact sets MC X, 
D+(M) = &? holds if and only if M is positively invariant and ,4,+(M) 3 M, 
and T. Ura’s Theorem 1.1 follows from 3.2. 
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We shall demonstrate the use of Lemma 3.6 by generalizing another of 
T. Ura’s results on compact stable sets in locally compact spaces [4]. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let MC X be a compact stable set and let M* C A4 be the 
largest invarian.t subset of M. Then every positively invariant set P such that 
M* C P C M is stable. In particular M* is stable. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, D+(Al) = M. Since D+(M) = C+(M) u J+(M), 
and J+(M) is invariant, we have J+(M) C A!!*. Thus, indeed, for every 
positively invariant set P, such that M* C P C M, we have 
D+(P) = P u J+(P) C P u J+(M) C P u M” = P. 
Now suppose that some positively invariant set P, A4* C P C M, is not 
stable. Then there is an open neighborhood U of P and an x E P such that 
no positively invariant neighborhood V of x is contained in U. Thus there are 
nets xi + x, xg rr ti 4 U, with ti > 0. However, since .x E M, and M is stable, 
the net xi z- ti is ultimately in every neighborhood of Al, and from compactness 
of Al, has a cluster point y E Al. Then y E D+(x), but y $ U. In particular, 
y $ P. That is D+(P) c P. Th’ IS contradicts the already established D+(P) C P. 
Thus P must be stable. The conclusion about M* follows by taking M* = P. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.11. The conclusion that D+(P) = P established in the above 
proof is in general not true for noncompact stable sets, not even if they are 
relatively compact, and is therefore nontrivial. The proof of Taro Ura for 
his theorem in locally compact spaces can be used to establish that every 
compact positively invariant set P, A[* C PC Al, is also stable. Thus the 
above result is stronger than that of T. Ura even in locally compact spaces. 
4. ATTFLACTI~N 
DEFINITION 4.1. A set Al C X is said to be a positive weak attractor, 
positive attractor, or positive strong attractor whenever, respectively, -4,+(M), 
A+(Af), -4S+(M) is a neighborhood of Al. The negative versions are defined 
similarly, using regions of negative attraction, and the bilateral versions are 
the conjunctions of the positive and negative versions. Finally, if the region 
of attraction is the whole space X, then the corresponding attractor is termed 
global. 
Remark 4.2. As in the case of stability, the adjective positive will be 
omitted from the positive versions of attraction. Moreover, a point x E X is 
called a weak attractor if and only if the singleton (x} has this property; and 
similarly for the other versions of attraction. 
That a strong attractor is an attractor and an attractor is a weak attractor 
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is easily seen. One may verify on elementary examples that the converse 
implications do not hold. We now consider conditions on M under which 
converse implications do hold. 
THEOFUZM 4.3. A set MC X is a skz.hle zueak attractor ty and only if it is 
positively invavialzt strorlg attractor. 
Proof. Let M be a stable weak attractor. Then indeed it is positively 
invariant because of stability (Theorem 3.2). To prove that M is a strong 
attractor it suffices to show that A,+(M) C A,+(M). (Note that A,,+-(JI) is 
a neighborhood of M.) Let x E Am+(M) and let 7?~Jtr(M). From stability 
there is a positively invariant FV E &‘“(&I) with TV C U. We may indeed assume 
W to be open. Since x z- t L M, there is a 7 E R with x: 7~ T E W. But then 
the open set If = W v (-7) contains x and is therefore a neighborhood of x. 
Moreover, from V rr 7 = TV = C+(W) we conclude that (B 7~ T) m t = 
W TT t C IV for t > 0, or equivalently V m s C WC U for s > 7. Thus the 
net V n t is ultimately in U and x E A,+(M). Hence A,+(M) C A,+(M). ‘Thus 
we have proved M is a positively invariant strong attractor. Conversely, 
let M be a positively invariant strong attractor. Then, from A8+(M) C A,+(M) 
and the fact that A,+(M) is a neighborhood of M, it follows that M is a weak 
attractor. Finally stability of M is seen from Theorem 3.2 as M is positively 
invariant and A,+(M) 1 M. QED. 
We now introduce the definition of asymptotic stability in the usual fashion. 
DEFINITIGN 4.4. A set MC X is called positively asymptotically stable 
if and only if it is a stable attractor. Negative asymptotic stability is defined 
similarly and the bilateral version is then the conjunction of the positive and 
negative versions. 
Since a strong attractor is an attractor, Theorem 4.3 give the following 
characterization of asymptotic stability. 
THEOREM 4.5. A set MC X is asymptotically stable if and only if it is 
positively invariant and A,+(&i’) is a neighborhood of M. 
4.6. Some important assertions proved in this and the previous sec- 
tion are contained in the following diagram. 
positively invariant Y----- stable 
1 /“i. 
U -+ asymptotically stable +- U 
11 1 
strong attractor + attractor + weak attractor 
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Remark 4.7. The notion of a strong attractor is weaker in general than 
the notion of a uniform attractor as generally understood. An obvious 
definition of a uniform attractor would be: A set il1 C X is a uniform attractor 
if and only if there is a neighborhood U of M such that the net U n t is 
ultimately in every neighborhood of M. It is clear that in the above situation 
U C S,+(M), but a strong attractor need not be a uniform attractor in general. 
One can however easily prove that if X is locally compact and MC X is 
compact, then M is a strong attractor if and only if it is a uniform attractor. 
Thus Theorem 4.3 contains both Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 as particular cases. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
In this section we study properties of asymptotically stable sets and their 
regions of attraction. 
It is clear from Lemma 2.13 that if each component of a set M is a weak 
attractor, attractor, or strong attractor, then so is IVI. From this and from 
Theorem 3.5 we conclude that if each component of a set M is asymptotically 
stable, then so is M. It is easy to give examples of dynamical systems to show 
that in general none of the attractor properties need be carried over to com- 
ponents. For example, consider a dynamical system (R, z-) defined on the real 
line with the following properties (see illustration). 
The points 0, 1, 4, Q ,... are the only critical points [a point x is critical if 
and only if {.$ = C(, )] r an d x ?T t < x if .r is noncritical and either x > 0 and 
t > 0 or x < 0 and t < 0. It is easily verified that for any such dynamical 
system, the compact set (0, 1, Q , & ,... } is an attractor but none of its compo- 
nents is even a weak attractor. In Theorem 3.5 we demonstrated that 
components of a compact stable set where also such. We shall work out a 
similar property for asymptotic stability. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let MI, MS be separated by neigPborhoods and let 
M = MI u Mz be asymptotically stable. Then so are MI and Mz , and A+(M,), 
A+(M,) are separated sets. 
Proof. For k = 1,2, let U, be disjoint open neighborhoods of M, . 
Then U = U, u U, is a neighborhood of M, and, by stability of M, there is a 
positively invariant neighborhood V C U of M. But then V, = V CI U, are 
positively invariant disjoint neighborhoods of n/r, , and V, C U, . Thus each 
M, is stable. Since we may choose I/, to be subsets of A+(M), we see that 
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V, C S+(AQ. Th us each iMa is an attractor, and consequently asymptotically 
skable. Finally, A+(M,) n A+(&&) = 4, f or otherwise, for a point x in their 
intersection, the net x x t will ultimately be in both the disjoint sets U, 
and UZ , Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If M is compact and asymptotically stable, and its region 
of attraction A+(M) is connected, then M is connected. The result also holds for 
closed sets M in normal phase spaces. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let MC X be a weak attractor. If A,+(M) is the union of 
open disjoint sets A, and A, , then n/r, = A, n M are weak attractors with 
8, = A,+(M,), and Mk are closed in M. Moreover, Mk $ $ if and only if 
A, # 9. The result holds for other cases of attraction. 
Proof. Notice that &I = Ml u &I2 . If x E A, ) then K+(x n t) n A4 f 4 
for t E R (see 2.14). Now A, and A, are invariant since A,+(M) is such. Thus 
K+(x rr t) C Z1, and from s1 n A, = 4 we conclude that K+(x TT t) n n/l-, # d, 
for t E R. Thus A, C /&,+(n/r). Since Al is an open invariant set containing 
Ml , we have A, 1 A,+(M,); consequently -4, = A,+(&) and Ml is a weak 
attractor. Similarly M2 is a weak attractor with A, = AW+(M.J. The proof 
of other cases of attraction is similar. Q.E.D. 
As an immediate application of the above lemmas we give two theorems. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let X be locally connected. Let M be a weak attractor. If A, 
is a component qf a,+(M), then n/r, = A, n M is a nonlaoid weak attractor 
with A, = A,+(M,). Corresponding results hold for other cases of attraction. 
Proof. In a locally connected space, components of an open set are open. 
Thus A, and A,+(M) - A, are disjoint open sets. Now use Lemma 5.3 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let X be locally connected. Let MC X be asymptotically 
stable. Then for each component A, of A+(M), M1 = A, n M is asymptotica& 
stable. If in addition M is compact, then Ml is a compact comporzent of M. 
The proof immediately follows from 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and is omitted. 
The result in 5.5 can be improved for compact sets; in fact a generalization 
of Desbrow’s Theorem 1.5 is obtained. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let X be locally connected. A rwnempty compact set M is 
asymptotically stable if and only if M has a finite number of components, each of 
which is asymptotically stable. 
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Proof. The ;f part is trivial. The only if part follows from Theorem 5.5 
when we observe that the components of A+(M) form an open cover of the 
compact set 41. Since each component of A+(M) intersects n/l, there are only 
a finite number of components and each contains exactly one component of M, 
so that dl has a finite number of components. Q.E.D. 
A result similar to Theorem 3.10 is also true for asymptotically stable 
compact sets. We will base that on the following lemma on the region of 
attraction of compact sets. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let M C X be compact, apld M* C M be the largest invariant 
subset of M. The71 for any P, such that M* C P C M, the equality 
A+(M) = A+(P) 
holds. 
Proof. Indeed if PC M, then A+(P) C A+(M) is evident from the 
definitions. Under the conditions of the lemma we will demonstrate that 
A+(M) c A+(P) must hold. Let x E A+(M). Then the net x r t is ultimately 
in every neighborhood of the compact set ill and therefore has cluster points 
in M. In fact, 4 # L+(x) C M holds. Since L+(x) is invariant we must have 
L+(zc) C M*. In particular, L+(x) C P. Now let x $ A+(P). Then there is an 
open neighborhood U of P such that the net x ir t is frequently in X - U. 
That is, there is a net ti -+ $-co with x n ti q! U. But x TI ti being a subnet of 
the net x n t is ultimately in every neighborhood of the compact set ilfi hence 
x rr ti has a cluster pointy E M. Clearly y 4 U, i.e., y $ P. But y EL+(X) and 
hencey E P as previously established. This contradiction shows that x E A+(P) 
and therefore A+(M) C A+(P). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 3.10 yield 
THEOREM 5.8. Let M C X be a compact asymptotically stable set, and let M* 
be the largest illvariant subset of M. Then every positively invariant set P with 
Al* C P C M is asymptotically stable. 
6. NONSADDLE SETS AND THE FLOW NEAR A COMPACT SET 
The concepts of stability and asymptotic stability envisage special kinds 
of flows near positively invariant sets. This leaves completely open the basic 
problem of characterizing a dynamical flow near a set. A complete solution 
of this problem, i.e., categorizing all possible types of dynamical flows, remains 
remote even for compact minimal sets in euclidean phase spaces. In the follow- 
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ing we develop a description of a dynamical flow near an arbitrary compact set. 
For this we need the notion of a saddle set. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A set h!f C X is said to be a saddle set if and only if there 
is a neighborhood U of M such that every neighborhood V of M contains a 
point x E V with C+(x) p U and C-(x) c U. (Equivalently, iff there is a 
neighborhood U of M and a net xi -+ M such that C+(xi) 0 U and C-(xJ $ U 
for each x+ .) We shall call a set nonsaddle if and only if it is not a saddle set. 
The following sufficient condition for a set &I to be a saddle set is interesting 
and basic in our investigations. 
LEMMA 6.2. If there exists an x 6 M such that 
kz,+(nq 3 xe a,+(~), 6.2.1 
and if x and M have separated neighborhoods, then M is a saddle set. (Sets A, B 
are separated ;1 and otaly if An B = $ and A n B = 4.) 
Proof. Indeed let U, and U, be separated neighborhoods of x and &I, 
respectively. From x ~-4 A,+(M), there exists a neighborhood VM of M and 
nets xi--f x, t, -+ +co, with xi rr ti $ V,. Put U,, = U,,n VM, and let U 
be any open neighborhood of hl. x E S,+(M) implies x r t, E U, for some 
t, > 0. By the continuity of VT there exists a neighborhood. Vz of x contained 
in U, (so that V, n U, = 4) and satisfying V, r to C U. On the other hand, 
x:i + x and ti + co imply x2 E V, and t, > to for some k. Thus, xk rr t, E U 
and x2 Z- t, $ U, (C VA,). Put y = xlc QT to , then 
YE u, Y”(--to)+Uo% t-t, i= 0)s 
Y i-r (ts - to> # ull > (4: - t, > 0). 
This proves the Lemma. 
Remark 6.3. The converse of theabove lemma is not true even for dynam- 
ical systems defined in the euclidean plane. For example, consider a 
dynamical system on R2 [points in R2 are represented in euclidean coordinates 
by (x1 , xa)] such that th e points (0, O), (33, Oh (+4, O), (AZ&, O),..., are 
critical, and for noncritical points (x, y) and all t > 0, yt = y and xt > x, 
where (xc, y) ST t = (xt , y,). The singleton M = ((0,O)) is a saddle set, but 
there is no (x, y) # (0, 0) with (x, y) E ./J,+(M). 
As a corollary to the above result we have 
THEOREM 6.3. If M is compact OY if M is closed and the space X is regular, 
then M is a saddle set whenever there exists an x $ hf such that 
&,‘(M) 3 x $! a,+(M). 
505/8/2-4 
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We also give a necessary condition for a compact saddle set. The omitted 
easy proof is based on the fact that if xf -+ M and M is compact, then there 
is a subnet xj --f x E M. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. If M is a compact saddIe set, then there exists an x E M 
such that 
4+(M) $ x $4-W)- 
Remark 6.5. The above proposition shows that a compact saddle set is 
neither positively nor negatively stable. 
The nonsaddle sets are characterized by a property reminiscent of the 
definition of stability. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. A set M is a nonsaddle set ;f and only if for each 
neighborhood U of M there is a neighborhood V of M such that for each x E V 
either C+(x) C U or C-(x) C U. 
Proof. Evident. 
Remark 6.7. It is evident from 6.6 that stable and hence asymptotically 
stable sets are nonsaddle sets. For compact sets, this statement also follows 
from 6.4. 
Using the statement in 6.6 the following interesting result for nonsaddle 
sets is obtained with the help of 6.3. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let MC X be compact 07 let M be closed and X regular. 
Then M is a nonsaddle set if and only if every neighborhood U of M contains a 
neighborJsood V of M with the following properties: For each x E V one of the 
following conditions hold. 
c+(x) c M. 6.8.1 
C-(x) C hf. 6.8.2 
C’(x) c v and C+(x) and M are separated. 6.8.3 
C-(x) c v and C-(x) and M are separated. 6.8.4 
C’(x) c v and x E A,+(M). 6.8.5 
C-(x) c v and x E A,-(M). 6.8.6 
Proof. In view of 6.6 the condition is sufficient. To see necessity, let M 
be a nonsaddle set. For a given neighborhood U of M set 
V = {x E U : either C+(x) C U or C-(x) C q. 
From 6.6 V C U is a neighborhood of M. This V has the property that for 
x E V either C+(x) C V or C-(x) C V. To see this, let x E V. Then either 
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C+(x) C U or C-(x) C U holds. If C+(x) C 7J, then for each t > 0, C+(x m f) C 
C+(x) C U, and consequently N 7r t f V for each t > 0, i.e., C+(x) C V. 
Similarly, if C-(x) C U, then C-(x) C V. To see now that for each x E V one 
of the conditions 6.8.1 to 6.8.6 must indeed hold, we first note that if x E M, 
then one of 6.8.1 or 6.8.2 must hold. Otherwise there is an x E fl/l and points 
y, x with M$+ y E C+(x) and M$ x E C-(x). But then U = X - (y, x> is 
a neighborhood of M such that for each neighborhood V of M there is the 
point x E V with C+(x) p U and C-(x) Q zi’. Consequently M is a saddle set. 
It remains to show that for each x E V - M, one of the conditions 6.8.3 to 
6.8.6 must hold. Indeed, since we have either C+(x) C V or C(x) C VY we 
first consider the case C+(x) C V and show that 6.83 or 6.8.5 holds, Now 
either C+(x) n M f $ or C+(x) n M = 4 holds. In the first case we claim 
that x 7~ t is ultimately in Air, for otherwise there exist t, 7 E R+, 
t > 7, such that x r 7 E M $ x m t. But then considering the neighborhood 
zi = X - {x, x rr t} we see that every neighborhood V of M contains the 
point x rr Y with C+(x rr T) @ U and C-(x r T) G u, i.e., M is a saddle set. 
Thus if C+(x) n M # 4, then x m t --+ M and hence x E A,+(M), con- 
sequently by 6.3, the condition 6.8.5 holds. If C+(x) a M = 4, then either 
K+(xj n M = o and therefore 6.8.3 holds, or L+(x) n M + $ and by 2.14 
x E A,+(M). Consequently, again from 6.3, x E A,+(M) and 6.8.5 holds. 
Similarly if x E V - M and C-(x) C V holds, then either 6.8.4 or 6.8.6 holds. 
Q.E.D. 
For compact invariant sets in Hausdorff spaces or for closed invariant sets 
in regular spaces conditions 6.8.1 and 6.8.2 are redundant, and therefore the 
following detailed description may be useful. Here for simplicity of exposition 
we use the following notation. Given a neighborhood V of M we set 
Sf = (x E V : C+(x) C V and C+(x) is separated from M>, S- = 
(x E V : C-(x) C V and C-( A) A is separated from M}, $+ = {x E V : C+(x) C V 
and x E A,“(M)), A- = (x E V : C-(x) C V and x E A,-(M)). 
THEOREM 6.9. Let M be a compact invariant subset of X> or let M be a 
closed invariant subset of a regular space X. Then eith~ M is a saddle set OY 
every neighborhood U of M contains a neighborhood V of M with 
i7 = M v A+ v A- v St v S-. (The last case may be divided into J;fteen 
subcases, amotig ,which we point to the cases V = A+ and V = A+ u S+ with 
VfA+QM. The3 rs occzlys when. M is asymptot&ally stable and the o&r t 
is one of the cases in which M is stable but not asymptotically stable,) 
Proof. A straight forward consequence of 6.8 Q.E.D. 
In locally compact spaces, T. Ura’s result 1.6 and T. Saito’s result 1.7 
become particular cases of a description which we shall now develop 
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(Theorem 6.13) using Theorem 6.9 and the following characterization of 
saddle sets. 
THEOREM 6.10. Let X be locally compact and MC X be compact invariant. 
If M is isolated from compact minimal sets (i.e., there is a neighborhood U of iVi 
such that every compact minimal subset of U is a subset of M>, then M is a saddle 
set if and or@ ;f one of the following conditions hold: 
6.10.1 There exist x, y 6 M such that 
A+(M) 3 x 6 4+(M), A-(M) 3 y 6 As-(M). 
6.10.2 Every neighborhood U of &l contains an 3~ E U - M such that 
C(x) c u - M and A,+(M) n A,-(M) 3 x $ A,+(M) n A,-(M). 
Proof. If either 6.10.1 or 6.10.2 holds, then A4 is a saddle set by 6.3. 
Now assume that M is a saddle set. Then there is a neighborhood U of M and 
nets q--f M, 7i E R+, ti E R-, with xi 7r ti 6 U $ xi m 71 . Now assume that 
6.10.1 does not hold and let V be an arbitrary neighborhood of M. Then 
U n V is a neighborhood of M and since X is locally compact and M compact, 
there is a compact neighborhood IV C U n V. We may assume that xi E W 
and then indeed xi n ti 6 W $ xi n 7i . But then there exist si E R-, ci E R+, 
with 
ti < Si < 0 < Ui < 78 p Xi?TSiEaW3Xi?rOi, 
and xi rr [si , q] C W. Since M is invariant, we must have si + --CO and 
(TV -j $-co. Now aW is compact, so we may assume that & 7r si + x E aW, 
and xi n cri --f y E aW. Then we claim that C+(x) C TV and C-(y) C W. 
Indeed for any t E Ii+, 
(Xi GT SJ 77 t E xi Tr [Si , Ui] (C ,W) 
ultimately, and since (xi Z- si) rr t e x rr t, we have x ir t E W, as W is compact. 
Thus C+(x) C W. Similarly C-(y) C W. Then from compactness of W, 
K+(x) C W and K-(y) C W. Also from 2.15, x $ B,+(M) and y 6 G,-(M). 
Now since 6.10.1 does not hold, we must have either W 3 L+(x) c M or 
W r> L-(y) @ M. Let W r> L+(x) c M. Choose any x EL+(X) - Al, then 
indeed C(x) C W - M (M is invariant, so is L+(x) - M), and (using 2.15) 
x 6 A,-(M), but 4 # L+(z) C W 3 L-(x) # 4. We must indeed have 
L+(z) n M # 9 and L-(x) n M # $, otherwise, if L+(z) n M = $, then 
by 2.17 L+(z) contains a nonempty compact minimal set N which is in Wand 
hence in U and does not meet M. Similarly L-(x) n M # 4. Thus 
AS-(M) $ z E A,+(M) n A,-(M). 
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Finally, if W 1 L-(y) $ M, then choosing z EL-(~) we conclude that 
a,+(hq $ % E A,+(il/) n a,-(h!!). 
We have thus proved that 6.10.2 holds. Q.E.D. 
As a corollary we have the following result which contains a result of 
T. Saito [9], which indeed may directly be proved with much less effort. 
COROLLARY 6.11. Let X be locally colnpact and MC X be compact 
inaariant. If M is isolated from compact minimal sets, then M is a saddle set if 
and only if there exist points x, y 6 M such that 
A,+(M) 3 x 6 &(hl) and A,-(M) 3 y $4 A,(M). 
Theorem 6.9 immediately gives the following improvement on Saito’s 
result, Theorem 1.7. 
THEOREM 6.12. Let X be locally compact and h/I C X be compact irzvariaat. 
Then one of the following alternatives hold: 
6.12.1 M is asymptotically stable. 
6.12.2 h4 is negatively asymptotically stable. 
6.12.3 A,+(M) v A,(M) v M is a neighborhood of M and 
A,+(hf) q M $ A,-(M). 
6.12.4 M is not isolated from compact miniial sets. 
6.12.5 M is a saddle set. 
Proof. The theorem follows from 6.9 by observing that if 6.12.1, 2, 3, 5 
do not hold, then every neighborhood U of M contains a half trajectory 
C+(x) or C-(x) separated from M. Since X is locally compact, we may assume 
U to be compact, and then either 4 # L+(x) C U - M or + f L-(.x) C U - M. 
l3ut then by 2.17 the compact invariant set L+(x) or L-(x) contains a nonempty 
compact minimal set which is in U but does not meet h,f Thus 6.12.4 holds. 
Q.E.D. 
Now using Theorem 6.10, we obtain the following description from 
Theorem 6.12 which then contains both T. Ura’s result 1.6 and T. Saito’s 
result 1.7. 
THEOREM 6.13. Let X be locally compact and MC X be compact invarialat. 
Then one of the follozuing alternatives mast hold. 
6.13.1 M is asymptotically stable. 
6.13.2 M is negatively asymptotically stable. 
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6.13.3 A,+(M) u A,(M) u M is a neighborhood of M and 
A,+(M) Q M 3 A,-(M). 
6.13.4 There exist X, y $ M with 
A+(M) 3 x $,4,+(M), A-(M) 3 y 6 A,-(M). 
6.13.5 M is not isolated from compact sets. 
6.13.6 Every neighborhood U of M contains an x E U - 211 with 
C(x) C U - M and A,+(M) n A,-(M) ZI x 6 A,+(M) n A,-(M). 
Remark 6.14. Note that the alternative 1.6.3 of Theorem 1.6 holds 
whenever either one of the alternatives 6.13.5 and 6.13.6 hold, and the alter- 
native 1.6.4 holds whenever one of the alternatives 6.13.3 or 6.13.4 holds. 
However, the alternatives in 6.13 are more descriptive and therefore 6.13 is 
a better theorem than both Theorems 1.6 and 1.7. 
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